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Abstract - This paper presents circuits for conversion RNS is a non-weighted number system. If integers A and
from radix-2 Signed-Digit Residue Numbers to binary B have RNS representations {a,, a2.., aL} and
form. Four reverse converters for combined RNS/SD { b1, b2..., bL } respectively, then the RNS representation of
number systems based on different moduli sets are pre- C = AoB is {C1, C2, ..., CL}, where ci = laiobilm and o de-
sented. Implementations are compared with respect to notes addition, subtraction or multiplication. Since ci only
timing, area and Area-Delay products. Finite Impulse Re- depends upon ai, bi and min, each ci is computed using its
sponse (FIR) filters are used as reference designs in order own arithmetic unit, often called a channel.
to evaluate the performance of RNS/SD processing in a The reconstruction ofX from {X1, X2, ..., XL } is based on
typical DSP block using the suggested moduli sets the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)

1 Introduction LE M -1

The Residue Number System (RNS) is an integer system ca- i= 1 M
pable of supporting high speed concurrent arithmetic. In L M
RNS, an integer is decomposed into a set of residues with whereM= 1 mi, = - and Mi mn is the multi-
shorter binary representations, which can be processed inde- ___ mi -1
pendently and in parallel. The use of the Signed-Digit (SD) plicative inverse of Mi modulo mi, such that MiMi 111j- 1 .
number system to represent the residues has been suggested
as a way to eliminate carry propagation within RNS arithme- 2.2 The Signed-Digit Number System
tic circuits [1], [2]. The SD number system provides a redun- The radix-2 Signed-Digit number system has the digit-set
dant number representation that facilitates carry-free {1, 0, 1 }, where 1 denotes -1. This yields a redundant
addition. The use of Signed-Digit representation also implies number representation. For example, "6" can be represented
efficient modulo arithmetic, which helps to simplify crucial as [O110]SD [1 110]SD, or [1O10]SD. Zero is, however,
RNS operations. uniquely represented.

The performance of residue number systems depends To represent an SD digit, y, two binary bits,y and y are
heavily on the choice of the moduli set and on the conversion required. That is, y = [y- y ] . The value of an n -digit SD
from RNS to binary representation. Many moduli sets and re- integer Y = [Yn -I . YO]SD iS
verse converters have been proposed for RNS systems with
residues on 2's complement form [3], [4], [5], [6]. In this pa- n - x 2. (2)
per, we investigate moduli sets and converters for use with o X= o
Signed-Digit Residue Number Systems (RNS/SD). Note that it is possible to represent any integer and its ne-
2 Background gation with an equal number of digits (unlike the 2's comple-

ment number system). The negation of an integer is a very

2.1 The Residue Number System simple operation in the SD number system. The negation of
The basis of an RNS is a set of pairwise prime integers Y = [y y ] is (-y) = [y+ y ], as can be seen by negating

S = {mMl, M2, ...,,mL}, where gcd(mi, mj) = 1 for i.j. Eq. (2). No logic gates are required for this operation.
The set S is the moduli set and the dynamic range of the sys- By exploiting the redundancy of the Signed Digit number
tem is [0, M) , where M is the product of all moduli mi in S. representation, carry propagation is limited to one bit position
Any integer X within the dynamic range has a unique RNS when adding SD numbers [1], [2]. Consequently, addition is
representation given by an ordered set of residues performed in constant time, regardless of operand widths.

Xo{Xl,X2, *--,XL}, Xi =AIm, i1 1, 2, ..., L,

where Aimi denotes Xmod min
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3 Moduli Selection in RNS/SD Eq. (1) is reduced to

An important consideration when designing residue number 1n n I n -n1
systems is the choice of the moduli set X = (2 + 1)2 xi + (2 - 1)2 X2 22ni (4)

nS {I, M2, ML Sets with moduli of the forms 2 Since the SD representations of xl and x2 both have digit-2 1 and 2 + 1 , known as low-cost moduli, are of special length n , Eq. (4) can be computed as the sum of two 2n -digit
interest. Such sets facilitate the use of simplified arithmetic SD vectors, formed by concatenation and rotation according
units. to the rules in Eq. Set 3

The properties of the SD number system, presented in X = IA + B1 2
Section 2.2, helps to further simplify modulo arithmetic for 2 -1
the low-cost moduli. Addition modulo 2 + 1 is performed A = |(22- +2-)x222 -I = [xI xI ...xiOxi ... xl lSD
using SD adders with end-around-carry logic [1]. Because of
the limited carry propagation in SD adders, there is no delay B = k(2 - 2 )x2n22 1 = [X2 x22 X2 X2 ....X2]
penalty for the end-around-carry operation. Unlike the 2's were x denotes (-xi).
complement number system, the result of modulo 2 + 1 ad- ( l
dition is represented using n SD-digits, since results for sums X will be in the range (-M, M), due to the fact that SD
greater than 2n _1 is taken from the negative range.geetaulo multiplisatakn fromtersofnegati range. onshif modulo adders use the negative range as well as the positive.

Modulations multiicadion by pwerus of two rels on shit If the output is required to be in the range [0, M) , the correct
operations, according to the rules in Eq. Set 3, where result is obtained by adding M = [1 2n I 1 ] toXwhenX
X = [Xn_ 1 ...Xo]SD iS an n -digit SD integer These opera- is negative. Adding constant ones to an SD integer is a simple
tions are accomplished by wiring connections appropriately. operation, as shown in [1]. Carry-look-ahead (CLA) adders

12aX 1 _= a I X . -
are used to obtain the binary representation ofX according toIX12n_ l -_[Xn a XOxn Xn a]SD Eq. (2). Both X and X+M are decoded to binary form, using

2 x 2n = [Xn - a- I . X00°n - 1.*n -na]sD two CLAs operating in parallel. The correct value is selected
by examining the carry-out bit of the adder for X. The pro-

2x1 2n + 1 = [Xn-a-I ...XO(-Xn ) ... (-Xn a)]SD posed decoder is depicted in Figure 1.

Eq. Set 3 Rules for multiplication by powers of two. 4.2 Decoders for modul set S2 and S3

Five moduli sets, all consisting of low cost moduli have The sets S2 and S3 both have moduli products of the form
been selected for evaluation in this paper. 2n(2a - 1),where a = 2n for S2 and a = 4n for S3 . The
S= {2 1 2 +11 decoding of binary-residue number systems based on these

sets have previously been studied, for example in [5], [6]. The
S2 = {2 _ l, 2 , 2 + 1} proposed RNSD/SD decoders for these moduli sets are based

n nn 2n on the New CRT-1, detailed in [7]
s3 = {2 -1, 2, 2 + 1, 2 + }

S4 = {2n 1 2n _ 1, 2n _ 1, 2n + 1}, n even integer X= x + MIX,
kI(X2 -XI) + k2M2(X3 -x2) + (5)n 1 n-IXs5 = 22n 1, 2n - 1,2 + 1}, n odd integer X +
*-+ kL-IM2...ML- I(XL-XL-1)m2mL

Moduli-set-specific decoders for Signed-Digit residue num- where
bers based on sets SI ... S5 are presented in Section 4.

4 RNS/SD Decoders kii m2

4.1 Decoder for moduli set S L m3m4 .. ML (6)
The proposed architecture for decoding SD residues with re-
spect to the SI = {imn, M2} = {2 _1, 2 + I } moduli set is kLi-ImIlM2 iL 1l- l
based on the CRT procedure presented in Section 2.1. The
two multiplicative inverses required for evaluation of the n2 le 2'n, M2 = 2n+l and n32n1_ I
CRT in eq (1) are both powers of two: For set S let m

n ^- n -I The multiplicative inverses k, and k2 from Eq. (6) are
Ml =2 +l, M im1=2 ,k1 = 211, k2 = 21l.
M2= 2n _ 1, M2m2 = 2" The computation of Xs in Eq. (5) is accomplished by adding

three 2n -digit SD vectors formed by concatenation and rota-
tion.
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X1 X2 X1 X2 X3 X1 X2 X3 X4 X1 X2 X3 X4

Bit Orientation Bit Orientation Bit Orientation

A B A B C A B c D {2 `-1} {2-1, 2% 1}
_2 RNS/SD Decoder RNS/SD Decoder

Mod 2 2- MMd 2 1 Mod 2t-1 M2d21
SD Adder SDOAdder SDOAdder SDOAdderXi2

Mod 2r2M_12r Mod2 -_1
Add 1 ... 1 SD Adder SD Adder Adder/Scaler

2n CLA 2n CLA Add 1 1 Add 1 1

BiOrentation
MUX 2eCLA~ ~~~~~~~neL nOL deLLA ncLA

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4-)CLA

x x x

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4
RNS/SD decoder for moduli set S1. RNS/SD decoder for moduli set S2* RNS/SD decoder for moduli set S3. RNS/SD decoder for moduli set S4.

X = IA+B+Cl 22n -1' 4.3 Decoders for moduli sets S4 and S5

where The two four-moduli sets

A = -2X-x222 = [x 2 2]S = {2n 1 2n - 1, 2n 1 2n+ }, n even integer
B|2 +2 ) X2k2n , 1 0n

. . .............x I0x2,, I. . .xx2O]SD I I 2 Ine
2n- I n- I n - I

B = (2 +2 I)X2 22 -I= [X2 X2 n**I..X2 X2 n*-I*..X2~SD ={I12 +1,odnee

C=1(2 +2 )x3 22> 1= [X30X3n X30x3,l X3 ]5SD {ml, i2, M3, M4} = {2a, 2 -1, 2 -1, 2 + I

Similarly, rearranging the elements of S3, such that
ml = 2,IM2 = 2 +1, M3 = 2 +1 and M4 = 2 -1, for S
yields attractive multiplicative inversesyields attractivemultiplicative inverses The proposed decoders for these sets are SD implementa-

k 3
= 2n3- k- = 2n k 2n-2 tions of the two-level approach to RNS decoding, detailed in

22 ,= 2 , 3 2 [8]. One of the first-level decoders combines residues
For the S3 moduli set, X in eq (5) is the result of the addition xll m and x2 m to form a binary residue IX, I.. according
of four 4n -digit SD vectors to Eq. (5) in Section 4.2. The other first-level decoder com-

X = IA+B+C+D| 42 bines |x3 m3 and Ix41m to form X21m m . This is the CRT de-
2 - 1 coder from Section 4.1. The second level is a converter for the

where binary-residue number system with moduli set

A = -23nX |24n {iMIM2, M3M4} = {2a(2a- 1), (22b -1)}

= [xln .l.Xio03n- I OO]SD as described in [8].
3n-I n-I In the last conversion step, a modulo (2 - 1) adder/

B = (2 - 2 )X2 24n-1 scaler is required in order to scale XI andX witha recal-
= [X2,, .X2X2_. x20x2 __

culated value of the multiplicative inverse (mIm2) |m3m4.
4nX2 3n2 2n-2 n2

iSDThe decoder for moduli set S4 is depicted in Figure 4.
c ( 24n2 +23n-2 22n-2 + 2n2)X3 41

5 VLSI Implementation results
= [X31X30X3n 1

..

* X3 X3_ ..* X3 X3n ..* X3 X3 _ ...vX3 SD[X31X3 X3 X3nX3 X3 nX3 X3 nX X2 SD The presented decoders have been implemented in VHDL
D = (24n-2 + 23n-2 + 22n-2 + 2 - )x4 241 and synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and a

= _X4X4 X4 X4 X4 X4 X4 X4 X4 X4
UMC 0.13 t m standard CMOS cell library with 8 metal lay-

I
X4__ ... X n_. ... X n_ ...X0 4n-_ ... XSD- ers and a core voltage of 1.2 Volts.

In order to evaluate the performance of RNS processing
The result, X, is the concatenation of X and xl . To make using the presented moduli sets, RNS/SD Finite Impulse Re-
sure that the result is in the positive range, sponse (FIR) filters have been implemented. For an RNS with
M = ['1a-i1. .. 10°n - i . °o ] , is added to negative values of moduli set S = {mi, in2, . .., nL}},the corresponding FIR fil-
X. Note that this has no effect on the lower n bits of X. Fig- ter is decomposed into L transposed form subfilters working
ure 2 and Figure 3 shows the hardware architecture of the in parallel. The subfilters has eight filter taps, each consisting
RNS/SD reverse converters. of a register, an SD modulo multiplier and an SD modulo

adder.
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When implementing the FIR filters, pipeline stages were ucts. However, considering a typical DSP block (FIR filter),
added to the RNS/SD converters to maintain a clock cycle the four-moduli sets S4 and S5 results in RNS/SD filters with
that is determined by the critical path of the filter taps. This the best A*D product (at the cost of a higher latency penalty).
introduces an additional latency of two clock cycles for the
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timing. It is shown that, out of the presented moduli sets, S1
and S2 result in reverse converters with the lowest A*D prod-

TABLE I Moduli sets used for VLSI implementation.

16 bits 32 bits 48 bits
Moduli Set

n Value n Value n Value

S, 8 {255, 257} 16 {65535,65537} 24 {224_1, 224+1}
S2 6 {63,64,65} 11 {2047, 2048, 2049} 16 {65535, 65536, 65537}
S3 4 {15,16,17,257} 7 {127,128,129,16385} 10 {1023, 1024, 1025, 220+1}

S4/S5 5 {32,31,15,17} 9 {512,511,255,257} 13 {8192, 8191, 4095, 4097}

TABLE II VLSI implementation results.

RNS/SD Decoders I 8-tap Transposed Form RNS/SD Fir Filters

Moduli Set Delay [ns] Area [mm2] Area x Delay Delay [ns] Area [mm2] Area x Delay

|16 bits |32 bits 48 bits |16 bits |32 bits |48 bits |16 bits |32 bits 48 bits |16 bits |32 bits |48 bits |16 bits |32 bits 48 bits |16 bits |32 bits |48 bits|
S1 3.54 5.57 7.56 0.0024 0.0056 0.0075 0.009 0.031 0.057 2.97 3.97 4.92 0.092 0.33 0.73 0.27 1.31 3.59
S2 3.57 4.98 6.69 0.0031 0.0057 0.0088 0.011 0,028 0.059 2.87 3.67 3.96 0.074 0.25 0.49 0.21 0.91 1.94
53 4.44 5.90 7.61 0.0041 0.0073 0.0107 0.018 0.043 0,081 3.26 3.84 4.72 0.085 0.24 0.46 0.28 0.92 2.17

S4/S5 7.95 11.62 13.91 0.0057 0.0153 0.0285 0.045 0.178 0.396 2.79 3.77 3.77 0.072 0.21 0.44 0.20 0.79 1.65
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